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Visual Agendas deployment for Meeting rooms 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ReserveIt! from Best Wave is the quickest, easiest, and least expensive way to deploy visual agendas for meeting 

rooms. With ReserveIt! You simply update your calendar and the digital signs outside of each meeting 

room are done! Link a JPG image to a schedule item and it will display along with the agenda. Perfect for guest 

welcomes, and other messages! 

 

 

� Simplicity 
Just update your calendar as you always have. Select the room name 
from the Location: pop-up menu to link the event to the correct room 
display. That’s it! 
 

� Outllok, Spreadsheet, Calendar 

ReserveIt! will import content directly from an Outlook Personal, or 
Exchange Server Calendar. It can also use exported data from 
any other calendar system. Or, simply créate a spreadsheet with 
event information. All options result in the same great look! 
 

� Low Cost 
No up-front fees, or recurring costs. License for the rooms as you 
need, add more later. 
 

� Any Number of Room displays 

ReserveIt! can handle any number of romos networked to your 
central server. The displays “pull” content, so there is virtually 
no limit to the number of rooms. 
 

� Simple formating 
Formatting the look of your room schedules is as simple as clicking 
on a line of text and typing. You can set the Title, Sub-Title and 
Footer text to whatever you want. 
 

� Master Format 
The built-in Master format can be modified so that new displays will 
take on the look you want. Then tweak the individual room formats as 
necessary. 

 

� Font Flexibility 
Each text line is set to any Font, Style, and size you want, including 
your Corporate font. Sixteen great font colors are availble.  

� Backgrounds 

ReserveIt! includes 60 sample backgrounds that you can use as-is, 
or modify to fit your corporate color scheme. Or, incorpórate 
backgrounds created by your art department for the ultimate in design 
flexibility. 
 

� Date and Time 
You may add the date in short or long format or the current time to the 
Title, Sub-Title, or Footer line on any schedule. 
 

� Lots of Rooms 
Depending on the font size you select for events, ReserveIt! can put 
up to 16 lines of event information on each of 2 screens, for a total of 
32 events per day per room! 
 

� All-Rooms Display 
In addition to small screens in front of each conference room, you can 
display the agenda for the entire facility on a single display. 

ReserveIt! builds a composite agenda for all rooms automatically. 

 

� Updating Flexibility 
Set your updates to occur every minute, every four hours, or anything 
in between! 
You control how often updates occur. Events can remain after they 
are over, or be removed automatically. 
 

� View What Is Being Shown 

ReserveIt! has a viewing area where you may select a room name 
from a pop-up menu and see what is currently being displayed. 
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